In pursuing FHB resistance in wheat, 30 years of conventional breeding efforts in Eastern Canada have brought some progress. Substantial investment and the application in recent years of marker-assisted selection have to date, however, failed to produce agronomic lines that resist FHB as well as Sumai 3. We present here an alternative path, described as the systemic approach. Rather than seeking to introgress specific putative resistance genes, it subjects target germplasm to regimes of repeated cycles of multiple, interacting (biotic and abiotic) stresses in which desirable traits -not always adequately expressed in parental lines -are identified and selected. How can such a seemingly counterintuitive process work? The systemic approach views desired resistance as arising from the interactions of complex regulation mechanisms mediating how a host responds when a pathogen attacks. These constituents of resistance should thus not always be understood simply as discrete Mendelian units. In repeated rounds of selection, the systemic approach captures those rare individuals that embody optimal interactions of traits, and advances them as founders of lines that resist FHB more effectively than if selection focused on FHB alone. In Quebec, we have chosen to select wheat populations under combined pressure from barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) infection and FHB. Resistance to FHB and tolerance of BYDV are quantitative traits that interact. BYD increases both the direct losses from FHB and the production of mycotoxins. Selection under virus pressure, therefore, helps identify those individuals which express FHB resistance more effectively. Moreover, the correlates of virus tolerance (physiological efficiency, generalized stress tolerance and yield) point to those plants with better root traits, ability to produce biomass and yield stability. Together with numerous secondary criteria, such selection eliminates all but a few 'winners' in each round. Seen from a systemic perspective, the difficulty of identifying good progeny among DOI: 10.2478/v10129-011-0014-1 40 A. Comeau et al.. descendants of crosses with Sumai 3 does not surprise. Deleterious linkages, pleiotropy and epistasis will usually combine in far from optimal expressions of the assembled genetic information. The systemic approach, by contrast, identifies in repeated cycles increasingly optimized expressions of genes, allowing all potential sources of resistance to be explored. Thus resistant lines can readily be derived from the crosses of susceptible parents, an objective rarely sought in conventional, focused approaches. Moreover, wheat plants respond to the systemic approach's powerful stresses with enhanced epigenetic variation, raw material from which broader ranges of heritable traits can be selected. Germplasm that expresses a full range of attractive traits while resisting FHB as effectively as Sumai 3 can now be shown to be much more abundant than previously imagined. Perhaps this promise will entice more wheat workers to try a systemic approach.
INTRODUCTION
Although research has been conducted on Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) in Canada for nearly a century, only since the 1980s has it captured the attention of the general public, first in Quebec and then in Ontario and Manitoba. What changed? Modern production methods using contemporary cultivars more strongly predispose crops to the disease, and a warmer climate may now also enhance overall disease severity. Organic farmers, accepting lower yields to forswear using herbicides and chemical fertilizers, by contrast, generally experience less FHB. Whatever the choice of production system, we need cultivars that can resist the disease far more effectively. Genetic resistance has long been available in such parents as Nobeoka Bouzu, Nyu Bay, Sumai 3 and many others but combining such resistance with yield and quality has proved an elusive goal.
Resistance to FHB is not a discrete trait that is expressed in isolation from developmental and morphological traits that affect agronomic success. As Couture (1982) demonstrated, and Hilton et al. (1999) confirmed, tall genotypes accumulate less Fusarium, a phenomenon subsequently shown to be strongly linked to resistance (Voss et al. 2008 , Löffler et al. 2009 , Mao et al. 2010 ). While we have made incremental progress in improving disease resistance in shorter genotypes (Comeau and Langevin, unpubl.) , it remains easier to select for resistance in taller plant types. Tallness, unfortunately, is linked to lodging and therefore the potential for severe yield losses exists (Cruz et al. 2000 (Cruz et al. , 2001 . Many FHB resistance genes turn out to be linked with genes for increased shattering, another agronomic deficiency (Zhang and Mergoum 2009) . Finally, what appears to be FHB resistance in many lines may actually be an artifact of their late maturity and greater likelihood of thus escaping infection. In this context it should not surprise that the success of marker-assisted selection (MAS) at introgressing FHB resistance into agronomically superior lines has been decidedly modest.
THE SYSTEMIC WAY Our work after 1997 was inspired by discussions with EMBRAPA scientists who had observed the vast complexity of interactions that exist in wheat between traits, and between traits and environments. Those discussions involved multiple academic disciplines, as for example root traits and efficient mineral absorption also appeared related to disease resistance (Comeau et al. 2005 , Datnoff et al. 2007 . A large number of traits and environmental factors could influence Fusarium resistance (Comeau et al. 2003) . For example, cultivar registration trial data showed many genotypes adapted to dry areas had exceptionally high sensitivity to the disease. In our crossing and selection work, those were very poor parents for FHB goals.
We rapidly became convinced that a simple approach of selecting for one trait (Fusarium resistance) would lead nowhere. Without duplicating the breeder's work, the pathologist had to develop broader understanding about the breeding and selection processes, and understand that heredity is not just a matter of dealing with Mendelian traits. Genetic research has found many exceptions to what was seen as dogma 15 years ago; stress can induce useful de novo variation of various kinds . Moreover, all traits compete in their expression for photosynthate that is in limited supply (Geiger and Servaites 1991) , thus, the expression of all genes is inter-related ) and evolution has come up with very subtle and complex regulatory mechanisms to deal with a variable and unpredictable environment. In fact, as expressed so clearly by Robinson (2009) , "a special aspect of quantitative variables is that they must all be increased simultaneously"; and one must never forget FHB resistance is quantitative.
The application of those new ideas thus began in Brazil, while Canadians became part of discussions with EMBRAPA about new genetic approaches and developed parallel approaches based on a common philosophy. The approach was named systemic as it was understood one should not focus on a single key trait (like Fusarium); it was essential to develop a grasp on the whole genetic system of the plant, considering its interactions with a variable environment, and not neglecting the needs of farmers and customers.
METHODS
A pivotal decision was to use barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) in order to select for biomass potential while increasing the Fusarium damage. This virus affects root growth and root system efficiency; genotypes that tolerate the virus tend to have high biomass and better mineral uptake (Comeau and Haber 2002) . Moreover, the same virus increases Fusarium damage in wheat (Liu and Buchenauer 2005) . Thus the virus could in theory facilitate the discovery of lines that combine yield with FHB resistance. As in theory a faster overall progress might be possible through selection with all diseases combined, attempts at combining BYDV with FHB were made first on F 2 s in 2002. In practice, the mix of those two diseases proved quite deadly. But it became our standard basic approach, and other stresses and factors listed in Table 1 were gradually added, to be used in any given selection cycle. Stress-free plots were seldom grown in Quebec. Table 1 List of stresses and selection factors used most commonly in the systemic approach in Quebec, beginning at the F 1 level and pursued over 2 to 6 generations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since there is no obvious reason to avoid selecting as early as the F 1 generation, the double disease stress was then tried on 9000 F 1 s in 2003. Almost all were destroyed or eliminated using stresses and selection factors A, D, E, G, and H (Table 1) .
Only one cross had clean good-looking plants (QG22.24/Alsen//SS Blomidon/Alsen, a F 1 / F 1 cross). It was grown two cycles indoors with mildew selection stress and then submitted in later generations to various protocols, always including at least selection factors A, D, G, H, K, J (Table 1) in field trials, and sometimes factors B, C, E, F in field or indoors trials.
Out of 9000 F 1 plants, only one cross had performed satisfactorily, and one single plant from the best complex cross (F 1 /F 1 ) was more resistant than its 12 sisters with identical pedigree. One could safely conclude that multiple disease resistance in a good plant type was a very rare event.
Step During the selection process that followed, the multi-resistant AB143 segregated for resistance to all diseases, and was selected accordingly. In 2006, at the F 6 level, based on visual symptoms, its Fusarium resistance was distributed in a bimodal manner, with one group of that had about Alsen's resistance, and the other group that had much better resistance. There were no intermediate lines. DON measurement by the Ottawa ELISA method were obtained for all lines from the low-symptom group (Fig. 1) . In this group about half of the lines had less DON than Sumai 3. This trend persisted over years, and after four selection cycles in the field, all AB143-origin lines were within the range of Sumai 3 for DON content. One unexpected finding was that for type II resistance, these lines were clearly somewhat inferior to Sumai 3. Rachis and spikes of the best AB143 selections were damaged by point infections, despite the fact that the lines had QTLs showing type II should have been rather good . Nevertheless, they were mostly endowed with excellent type I resistance, and despite showing rachis symptoms of Fusarium, the grain quality remained very good, and the DON was low.
After 2004, progenies from AB143 became the backbone of the local germplasm development program. We observed that crossing a MS wheat with an AB143 derivative can yield about one line with Sumai 3 level resistance out of 200 or 300; the advantage over Sumai 3 is that the selections are quite free from serious agronomic defects, and can be good yielders. Plant height and maturity remain aspects that we try to improve. During the last decade, scientists from private and public institutions came out with cultivars that had valuable FHB resistance levels; those include Kingsey, Duo, AW625, Nass and others in the MR to MS category. Crossing AB143 derivatives with these MR or MS cultivars sometimes led to slightly higher frequencies of resistant progenies; however, recurrent selection materials in which both parents contained genes from AB143 behaved best, in terms of yielding more resistant lines. The Lethbridge haploid derived line GS0EM-0134 became one of the favorite parents, as a source of strong type II resistance, in the hope of improving over AB143. Derivatives combining high resistance of both type I and II have been found.
It is interesting to compare our approach with the conventional, pervasive wisdom of doing very few crosses and selfing for many generations before serious selection and decision-making (Baker 1984, Witcombe and Virk 2010) . It almost appears that by restricting the use of diversity, geneticists have come to grossly underestimate the need for a wide diversity of genes. Additionally, without proper verification, delaying selection until advanced generations has often been chosen as the best approach, despite the fact that there was neither evidence nor theoretical reasons leading to expect major drawbacks from earlier selection (Bernardo 2003) . Consider also that the AB143 cross is resistant to FHB, but it does not contain any parent that is resistant (Fig 1) . Studies of the markers present in the most resistant AB143 derived lines showed the presence of resistance genes obtained from susceptible and moderately susceptible parents ). There must be quite a number of genes necessary for maximum resistance; other studies confirm the complexity of type I resistance mechanisms in wheat, and a cumulative effects of many minor genes (Mesterhazy 2005) .
At this point in time the products of the systemic approach are becoming noteworthy for their exceptional specific weight. We can now obtain from systemic-derived germplasm grown in FHB inoculated trials a specific weight that is better than the specific weight of popular cultivars grown in farmers fields. Examples are shown in Table 2 . None of the systemic-derived entries in the advanced FHB trials done in 2009 in Quebec had a specific weight lower than that of check AC Barrie. It became clear that FHB is one of the principal determinants of specific weight in both natural conditions and artificially inoculated FHB trials in Quebec. Therefore, if severe and repeated Fusarium inoculation is performed, specific weight can be a low-cost indicator of FHB resistance and overall disease resistance. The products of the systemic approach are recognized for low DON. Data on this matter was obtained during the selection process for the cross AB143. Almost half of the low-symptom selections had DON levels that were lower than that of Sumai 3, and all of them were markedly better than the current popular cultivar AC Barrie (Fig. 1) . This trend of very low DON was maintained in more recent selections from systemic germplasm. Agronomic valuation is done by many collaborators at many test sites. Those collaborators will obtain more complete and reliable data in multisite trials in 2010, but most of the systemic germplasm is still in the early phases of evaluation (generally at one single site). The best germplasm from conventional approaches was compared to one single line from the systemic approach, at four sites in Eastern Canada. This showed that both the conventional approach and the systemic approach can generate germplasm with resistance not far from that of Sumai 3; however, based on the mean of 4 sites, the systemic derived line FL62R1 had 30% more yield and yet lodged less. Lodging score was 1.0 for FL62R1 vs 3.7 for the highest yielding FHB R from conventional approach.
Attempts to simplify selection systems were not perceived as desirable, since there were always plenty of survivors in complex-stress selection systems after 2006; leaf spot resistance is pursued, and new stresses like smuts, bunt and ergot are envisioned as possible additions. Thus, it was decided to continue to use a very large number of crosses, most of them being F 1 / F 1 so as to maximize the genetic diversity within crosses and introduce new resistance factors. Furthermore, in following years, those new crosses were submitted to various combinations of stress and selection factors listed in Table 1 . Our recent research goals are now tackling new aspects like gluten quality, because we feel the critical part of the needed progress against FHB has been achieved.
Stress itself must now be considered as a generator many kinds of de novo genetic variability. This needs further study, but it happens at measurable rates. A virus stress for example generates useful variants for resistance to many diseases, including FHB, even from pure lines or doubled haploid lines , leading to readily usable variation.
CONCLUSION
In the systemic approach, we combine the impact of many diseases, gaining a lot from the fact that BYDV increases Fusarium pressure. This very destructive approach is compensated by making a large number of crosses per year. Systemic lines with high resistance can be obtained in large numbers, and at each generation, genes for resistance to diseases of secondary importance can be introduced or re-introduced gradually.
If consideration is given to obtaining results, the systemic approach should become popular, as it delivers more results at rather low cost. In fact, it gets results no other method can obtain.
